Introduction
A problem with evaluatinq speech recognizers is that each of the recognizers has been developed to use in a certain environment, that is, background noise condition and communication channel. For this reason no one speech data base will be sufficient to show the best performance of several recognizers. The problem is how to fairly test speech recognizers on data for which they were designed and generalize the results to some meaningful figure of merit for each of the recognizers. Unfortunately there is no easy way to quantitatively measure the relative recognition difficulty fo speech data bases which differ in voca- Syntax capability is built in but seldom used for data base characterization studies. The local constraints and penalities are built in the program as production rules, and thus can be easily changed to study the effects of different constraints. The production rules can be changed according to the position of the matching in the template.
At present the algorithm allows template frames to be skipped only near the beginning and end of the word. In the center of the word only the input frame can be skipped. Euclidean distance. "Dead zones" are an option in the distance measure so that simple models of amplitude discrimination in human auditory perception can he made [8] A typical "dead zone" would be if the particular frequency band or FFT coefficient of the unknown utterance matches the template within 1 db for frequencies less than 1000 Hz. and within 2 db for higher frequencies, then the distance is set to zero. [9] Training Since the system is a speaker dependent system, templates must be constructed for each speaker. The first utterance of each word is the seed for constructing the template by warping and averaging. The word "yes" is not very similar acoustically to any other word in the data base, so the distribution could be two well separated Gaussians.
However "no" is acoustically similar to "go" so that the distributions "no"
longer appear well separated and the second best scores are very spread out. A measure of the overlap of these distributions, as suggested by Chollet and Gagnoulet [4] is not a very good indicator of confusibility. A better measure is the ratio of the best correct score to the best incorrect score on a per utterance basis. This is because the distance scores are not independent when there is considerable acoustic similarity. An anomalous word, that is one which is unusually spoken or poorly articulated, will have a high distance score to the correct template and the distance to nearest other word will also be high. In this case there is no danger of confusion if the ratio of these distances exceeds unity by a comfortable margin. A histogram of the ratios of distances is shown in Figure 3 . Our confusion measure predicts the confusions more accurately on this data set. We are also studying perceptually motivated spectral comparison measures in our laboratory.
Thus far attempts to model the amplitude discrimination of the human auditory system with dead zones in the comparison measures have failed to produce improved recognition. This is similar to the results of Blomberg at al who used perceptually scaled amplitude and masking in a recognitiOn experiment [l0
